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            Calorie calculator
          


  

      
        Welcome to the Awesome Supplements Calorie calculator, a handy and accurate tool to help you calculate your calorie needs to reach your fat loss, maintenance, or muscle building goals. Simply fill in the below table as accurately as possible accounting for where your current activity level is, or where you intend it to be when implementing your new diet and calorie goal.

The suggested macronutrients given by our calorie calculator are a guide based on an active person, aiming for roughly 25% fat, 30-40% protein (it automatically changes based on your goal), with the remainder coming from carbohydrates.

Remember, in changing body composition the #1 variable is total calorie intake, #2 is your protein intake, and #3 your fat and carb intake - where we always advise to be flexible – which Ben our founder explains more in the video below. After doing your calculation, please review our FAQs, explainer video, and feel free to download a sports guide to get even more help.

        
  
    
      ?
      Sex
      Sex
Male
Female


    

    
      
        Age (in years)
        
      

    

    
      
        Height (in cm)
        
      

    

    
      
        Weight (in kilos)
        
      

    

  

  
    You would describe your physique as…
    You would describe your physique as…
Shredded
Lean/Athletic
Carrying a little fat
Obese


  

  
    Goal
    Goal
Fat Loss - losing 0.5% bodyfat a week
Maintaining
Muscle Mass - gaining 0.5% muscle mass a month


  

  
    Activity
    Activity
Sedentary - Sitting/Lying down all day
Mostly Sedentary - Seated work, no exercise, small amount of walking
Pretty sedentary - Seated work, 1-3 workouts per week
Somewhat active - Physical job (or 10,000 steps per day), no exercise
Active - Physical job (or 10,000 steps per day), 1-3 workouts per week, or seated job and 4-6 workouts per week
Highly active - Physical job (or 10,000 steps per day), 4-6 workouts per week
Very highly active - Physical job (or over 10,000 steps per day), 5+ hard workouts per week
Extremely active - Extremely physical job and multiple training sessions per day


  

  
    
      Calories 0 kcal per day
    
    
      Protein 0 grams per day
    
    
      Carbohydrate 0 grams per day
    
    
      Fat 0 grams per day
    
  





  
    
      
        These calculations are based upon pre-existing formulae that assume binary sex, and so they are not able to account for the differences that can be brought about by gender confirming hormone treatment, or the needs of those who were born intersex/with sex traits that do not conform to the strict binary.

        If you are unsure which option may be right for you, please either speak to a coach or feel free to reach out to us and we can help you get on your way to your goals!

        
          Close
        

      

    

  








        
          
            
          

        
        
          
            FAQs

            
          
          
            
              Do I add my calorie deficit on top of the number given? 
            

            
              No, the number you see above has calculated your calorie deficit already given your physical stats and activity level, if you chose ‘fat loss’ as your goal.


            

          

          
        
          
          
            
              What if I want to change my macronutrient numbers?
            

            
              According to the relevant research, your carbohydrate and fat intake will not make much difference to your body composition so long as calories and protein are at appropriate intake levels and you don’t eat extremely low carbohydrate or fat. 
Feel free to keep your calories and protein the same while varying your fat and carbohydrate intake according to your preference (indeed, many people do not track these at all, and track only calories and protein, to great results). For those who are athletically minded, we advise erring close to the carbohydrate intake suggested as carbohydrate is important for exercise performance.
This is explained more in the above video with Ben.


            

          

          
        
          
          
            
              Should I eat less on rest days?
            

            
              No, the above calculation works on eating an average calorie need over the course of a week, making it easier to manage your diet. So over the course of a week you will be eating the right amount of calories, split evenly, daily.
If you exercise very intensely on some days, and are highly sedentary on other days, you can choose to times your calories by 7, and eat more on training days, and less on rest days, but for the average trainer exercising 3-4x per week, eating the same, daily, will lead to the same outcome over the course of a week and make it easy to manage your diet.
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    Our best sellers

    Support your health, find a protein powder you'll love, or get fully loaded with one of our money saving bundles
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        Awesome Protein Powder

      
    
    Five awards won, made from organic pea and rice, low sugar, this is our #1 selling product loved by 1000’s
  
  
    From £32.00
    
    
    Quick buy
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                £32.00
                Five awards won, made from organic pea and rice, low sugar, this is our #1 selling product loved by 1000’s

                Read more and subscriptions
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        Awesome Hydrate

      
    
    Light and refreshing low calorie electrolyte formula to ensure optimal hydration and performance during exercise
  
  
    £13.00
    
    
    Quick buy
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                £13.00
                Light and refreshing low calorie electrolyte formula to ensure optimal hydration and performance during exercise

                Read more and subscriptions
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        Awesome Defence

      
    
    Advanced multi-vitamin that supports optimal health and recovery. An all in one, research aligned formula
  
  
    £24.00
    
    
    Quick buy
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                £24.00
                Advanced multi-vitamin that supports optimal health and recovery. An all in one, research aligned formula

                Read more and subscriptions
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        Awesome Power

      
    
    A potent mix of creatine and beta alanine made to fuel high intensity training. Take daily in your drinking water
  
  
    £25.00
    
    
    Quick buy
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                £25.00
                A potent mix of creatine and beta alanine made to fuel high intensity training. Take daily in your drinking water

                Read more and subscriptions
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          Get awesome-er

          Sign up for new product releases, offers, blog updates, and our educational emails to help empower your journey.
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Awesome Supplements, trading under Ben Coomber Ltd

        
        
          Saracen's House Business Centre 
25 St Margaret's Green
          Ipswich
          Suffolk
          IP4 2BN
          Business license: 8414709
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